
Norwood Planning Assembly Minutes 14th July 2020 
 

 
Minutes 

Norwood Planning Assembly Steering Group Meeting 
Tuesday 14th July 2020 6.30pm 

Zoom: https://priorandpartners.zoom.us/j/980807681 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Present: Tom Venables, Mark Fairhurst, Graham Pycock, Anne Crane, Thomas Denhof, 
Pete Elliot, Helena Rivera, Chloe Rutland, Charlotte Ashworth, Sunil Da Sayrah 
Apologies: Alex Talbot, Noshir Patel, Nick Foster 
Scribe: Amanda Courtney 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
1. Minutes/Actions from last meeting on Tuesday 9th June 

 
Thanks were expressed to Alex Talbot for his great presentation at the London 
Festival of Architecture (LFA). Helena said it had been a successful event and wants 
NPA to be a first beneficiary of her work.  
 
Kate Hogarth (Lambeth) is leading on sustainability and climate emergency and is 
interested in people who can articulate on this. Pete has been impressed by Kate 
and feels she talks the ‘right’ language and is an asset for the council. 
 
Tom says we need to prepare for procedural issues. 
 
Charlotte stated that she had received an email from Lambeth talking about SPD. 
Tom added that we want to dovetail and influence what the council is doing. 
 
The minutes from Tuesday 9th June 2020 were approved. 
 
Action 

• Tom to sculpt around the written work from LFA to utilise what will be 
appropriate for NPA and how to best take it forward. 

• Await responses from Catherine Carpenter 
• Have a first draft ready by autumn 
• NPA to have a workshop if possible and include discussion of LFA work and 

embed climate change, community policies 
• Tom: we need to ‘power’ ahead and talk to officer doing SPD. Charlotte to do 

this 
 

2. Plan Progress Update (TV) 
 

We now have good graphics and thanks were expressed to Chloe for this. More 
photos/graphics are to be added by Alex. 
 
Policy 2 is almost complete. Where do we see the greening of West Norwood going, 
expanding initiatives and typography? 
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Pete Elliot says there should be no through roads although there is a big objection 
from emergency services.  
 
Anne spoke about a spreadsheet created by The Guardian about TFL and its various 
projects. There is £500K for Rosendale Healthy Streets but Anne is concerned it is 
going on design and consultation. 
 
Graham has finished his policy on Housing. 
 
Policy 13: Helena and Mark have talked to Travis Perkins so this information needs 
to be added in. 
 
Mark spoke to ACME. They are behind neighbourhood planning and want to retain 
current use. They are very interested in doing something more adventurous on the 
site behind the Wearing Warehouse. 
 
Charlotte had a good meeting with the Regeneris team. Revamp Interiors owns a 
warehouse which is now for sale. There are 4 arches: 2 in use and 2 coming back 
into use. They are interested in making a work space which might get other people to 
do this same. 
 
Tom asked can we carry on with intensification. Trend is for mixed use. Without 
residential it is difficult to get light industrial. Tom thinks we want to be more like 
Hackney Wick. 
 
Graham added that Lambeth Local Plan is superior to the Neighbourhood Plan but 
we can challenge the LLP which will soon be up for consultation. We are bound by it 
unless we challenge it. With evidence the LLP will change. Tom is worried however 
that we may have ‘missed the boat’. 
 
NPA now has a wealth of information which needs pulling together and Tom said that 
it is looking good. 
 
Action 

• Make the Green-Town Charter more ‘graphical’ 
• Thomas to add Open Orchard information and photos 
• Policy 7: Sunil and Nick to give more info on local character and history 
• Policy 8: Helena/Mark to compile a list of community assets 
• Policy 10: Needs work 
• Mark to introduce Charlotte to ACME personnel 
• Mark to look at public realm 
• We need photos to illustrate the negatives too e.g. the vacant shop fronts, 

define problems and write a positive policy (Helena) 
• Add Alex’s more up-to-date work 
• Work on finishing the draft 
• Charlotte is happy to help and to proof read 
• Tom to coordinate a ‘subcommittee’ Zoom meeting (23rd July?) 
• Add policies for the arches (pop-ups) 
• Chapel Road text to go in 
• Add info about protected views 
• Mark to do a PDF of the last pages of Policy 18 then send to Tom and Chloe. 

Once approved this can go in Indesign 
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3. Lambeth Biodiversity Action Plan (see Anne’s email thread 8th May in response 
to Thomas’ email 24th March) re Policy 2 

 
Lambeth is making its taxpayers pay for ecocide by continuing to spray glyphosate 
on its streets. Residents can opt out by saying they will do their own weeding and 
therefore eliminating glyphosate from their part of where they live. Thomas Denhof 
states that Lambeth is being irresponsible and there should be a complete ban, and 
that continued use amounts to nothing less than ecocide. 
 
The committee expressed its thanks to Thomas and all the work he has done in 
responding to Lambeth Council on this and for his work towards the Norwood Green-
Town Plan. He asks that our community sees weeds in a different way, that is, as 
plants that should be embraced for encouraging biodiversity and not something to be 
eliminated. He criticised Lambeth for lack of forward thinking with their tree planting 
campaign. Although a great idea, there has been a lack of maintenance planning and 
trees have died due to a lack of watering. 
 
Tom thinks we need to explain to people what Lambeth is doing in this regard. Pete 
added that this is symptomatic of what is wrong with Lambeth i.e. no action!  
 
Action 

• Enshrine the banning of pesticide use in Policy 2 
• Add embodied carbon policy 

 
4. Vale Street Action (recent email thread) 

 
There is a plan to extend the green canopy which all agreed is a good idea.  
 
There should be a redevelopment of the waste and recycling centre and relocate it to 
KIBA.  
 
A third entrance to the cemetery is planned. Pete is on the cemetery committee and 
says he can put forward any questions that NPA would like to ask. This policy could 
all be included as part of the National Park City. 

 
5. Finances (NF) 

 
Carried over to next steering group meeting as Nick is not in London at present 
 

6 AOB 
 
Action 

• Next Steering group meeting 29th September 
• NPA at September Feast was cancelled 
• Decide date to launch Plan in public 
• Decide date for AGM 
• Look at plans for Windsor Grove 
• Create an ecology corridor (at beginning of policy) 
• Sunil to put together a list of assets of community value and use the 20 blue 

plaques as a source of further information 
 
 
 
Ends 8.15pm 


